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  Now that the semester is almost over, the first thought that specifically comes to 

my mind regarding to all of these projects. Whether it's positive or negative, are being 

well focus. Both of these energy is mixing to my inner core. Positivism required great 

thoughts, and strong trust to yourself, being committed to do this task means 

accomplishing something. It makes us our growth run faster, imporve or upgrade the 

specific goals we wanted in our life. 

Pessimistic mind determine where those task that you put through are enough or 

accepted to others judgement, carry out with lots of errands to run can break your self 

and turn it into doubts, mental breakdown and some hurricanes that can fully test on 

how strong your determination is, patience is a virtue.  

The most interesting part for me as an individual student, is having an 

opportunity to have a connection to my other fellow classmates, connecting your 

intellectual capacity to another capacity is a great way of sharing your both knowledge 

to each other. Give and take about their different perspectives in a certain topic and 

opinion is a very catchy happenings to me.  

The challenges moments that I've encountered is about questioning my own self, 

questioning my ability, doubting myself if I can bring what others can. If i can take good 

care of it, if i can meet their expectations, sort of that challenge. 

I think the most powerful learning moments that i encountered is that, you don't 

have to fit yourself to their world, create a world that you can called your own. Make it 

with no required of negativism, you see how every individual has a unique sensory of 

processing their own ways of successful. Learning through progress within your 

mistake, required strong faith and determination.  

Problems are always there, which is we should not ignored and put an action to 

prevent it. Procrastinating is a hindrance on what you are aiming for, procrastination 

should not be meddle to our plans in life, students must be on visit doing 



procrastinating. Delaying their works over laziness, doing things which is nearly in date 

or in a specific time of due date. Relating into a real life world of situation. 

Doing projects with your co-fellow group mates is must be difficult for some 

circumstances, yup. Social media is always there. To make a way for a smooth 

communication, but the problem is, the willingness of your members to complete the 

task. Perhaps your member don't give a single damn care about to your group mates 

whereabouts, then this member is feeling unwell. Once again, patience is a virtue. Your 

members expectations that will tested on how will your ability control you.  

 


